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Hi Milton,

I've gone through the application text with your drawings and have completely edited and cleaned it up. Please review it
and see if you have anything more to add to it.

As to the drill-down navigation method, I think there may be enough detail to support a patentable claim.

In the classified ads method, the core uniqueness appears to be the automatic conversion from consumer file format to
VOD file format and automatic indexing on the VOD server by title and topic metadata provided online by the user. Since
these are not described with implementation detail, they might not support a patentable claim. If you have this information
now, you should add it in the text. However, if you do not, BBiTV can always file a continuation application later adding in
the implementation details when developed, in order to support patentable claims with those details.

Since extensive work preparing the application has already been done, and there may be enough as it stands to get a
patentable claim allowed by the Patent Office, I recommend filing the application as a formal US patent application, rather
than as a provisional application now followed by a formal application later. Filing it as a formal now will put it in the cycle
for examination and possible patent issuance, and the difference in filing fees is only $385 versus $80. Even if it is
rejected, the examination timeline will be initiated, and the examination itself can tell us what needs to be supported with
further detail. On the other hand, a provisional application is not examined, and must be followed by a formal to proceed
with examination and possibly patenting.

Again, in order not to lose patent rights, please keep in mind that a US application must be on file before the invention is
published by going online or by publication of its details. Therefore, if BBiTV has an online or publication date coming up
soon, then we must get whatever final materials you want to add in quickly and file the application before that date.
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